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Interleaved Polling Versus Multi-Thread
Polling for Bandwidth Allocation in

Long-Reach PONs
Ahmed Helmy, Habib Fathallah, and Hussein Mouftah

Abstract—Long-reach passive optical networks (LR-PONs)
suffer from extremely long propagation delays that degrade
the performance of centralized algorithms proposed for
upstream bandwidth allocation in traditional PONs. This is
because these algorithms are based on bandwidth negotiation
messages frequently exchanged between the optical line
terminal in the central office and optical network units
near the users, which become seriously delayed when the
network is extended causing the performance to degrade. In
this paper, we review and analyze two centralized dynamic
bandwidth allocation algorithms, online interleaved polling
and offline multi-thread polling that was recently proposed in
the literature for LR-PONs. We investigate and compare their
performances together in detail, by studying and observing
their elemental delays. Unexpectedly, simulation results show
that, although multi-thread polling succeeds in decreasing
reporting and queueing delays, interleaved polling keeps a
lower grant delay and therefore has better overall delay
performance. The latter also achieves better throughput
compared to multi-thread polling.

Index Terms—Dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA); Long-
reach passive optical networks (LR-PONs); Optical access
network.

I. INTRODUCTION

T he explosive increase in bandwidth demand has led to new
access network architectures that bring the high capacity

of optical fibers into access networks and closer to residential
homes and small businesses. Passive optical networks (PONs)
have been widely chosen for deploying optical access networks.
This is because a PON uses no active elements in the field,
but only employs passive optical components such as fibers
and splitters, thereby saving much of the operational costs.
The central office (CO) equipment is also shared by a large
number of customers without deploying as much fiber as
with point-to-point architectures. Compared to other access
technologies, PONs provide higher bandwidths at a relatively
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lower cost and allow longer distances between customers and
the CO, while enabling easier upgrades to higher bit rates [1].

With the widespread deployment of PONs [2], research focus
has shifted to their scalability, with longer reaches and higher
split ratios. Extending the reach of the network is thought to
reduce the number of CO premises located near the customers
allowing network operators to consolidate multiple COs and
share the optical line terminal (OLT) optics and electronics
among a larger number of users while also simplifying the fiber
management [3]. The concept of a long-reach PON (LR-PON)
has thus been proposed as a more cost-effective solution
for broadband optical access networks [3,4]. By exploiting
both optical amplifiers and wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM), an LR-PON extends the coverage of a PON from the
traditional 20 km to 100 km and beyond while being capable
of increasing the split ratio from 64 up to 1024 and more. With
such extended geographic coverage, an LR-PON can, at some
locations, combine optical access and metro networks into a
single integrated system.

There have been many suggested architectures and
demonstrations for LR-PONs in the literature [5,6]. Most
architectures can be characterized under ‘ring-and-spur’ and
‘tree-and-branch’ architectures, depending on whether the CO
is connected to the access zones by a long trunk fiber or
by a WDM ring [7]. The tree-and-branch architecture has
a feeder section of a strand of fibers (tree) that is split to
multiple users (branches) at the local exchange (LX), while the
ring-and-spur architecture has a feeder composed of a fiber
ring and optical add–drop multiplexers (OADMs) placed in
remote nodes (RNs) [7]. In both architectures, several PONs
are multiplexed into the shared fiber and served together by a
single CO, with each PON segment using different upstream
and downstream wavelengths to communicate with the CO,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Most demonstrations put the optical
network units (ONUs) within a 10 km drop section of the
LX/RN.

LR-PONs come with many research challenges, one of
which is the upstream bandwidth allocation problem under
the increased propagation delays between the OLT and the
ONUs. Despite the various architectures of LR-PONs, the
logical connection between the OLT and the ONUs remains
the same, as shown in Fig. 2. All downstream transmissions
(from the OLT to the ONUs) are made in broadcast-basis since
it is a point-to-multipoint network. In the upstream, however,
the network is a multipoint-to-point network; multiple ONUs
transmit toward the OLT through a common passive star
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Basic LR-PON architectures: ring-and-spur (left)
and tree-and-branch (right).
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Logical connection between the OLT and the
ONUs in an LR-PON.

coupler (SC), also known as the splitter/combiner. Some media
access control (MAC) mechanism is therefore required to fairly
coordinate the ONUs’ transmissions and avoid data collisions,
especially when data from an ONU can only reach the OLT
with other ONUs unable to listen due to the directional
property of the combiner.

Time-division multiple access (TDMA) has been adopted
in both PON standards, Ethernet PON (EPON) and Gigabit
PON (GPON), to share the optical capacity among subscribers
by assigning different timeslots for each user. Centralized
dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) has been used [8,9], in
which the OLT at the CO arbitrates time-division access to
the shared upstream channel. The performance of centralized
allocation depends on the round-trip time (RTT) since it
imposes a delay on the OLT–ONUs bandwidth allocation
control loop. This delay is not as significant in traditional PONs
as it is in LR-PONs, where the reach extension may cause the
RTT to grow from today’s 200 µs (20 km reach) to 1 ms (100 km
reach). With this increase, the performance of centralized DBA
is ultimately degraded.

In this paper we review and analyze multi-thread polling,
which is a recently proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm
for LR-PONs, and compare it with traditional interleaved
polling. Unexpectedly, we find that the overall packet delay
performance of the latter is better than the recently proposed
multi-thread polling scheme. Our investigation highlights how
multi-thread polling looks compelling for LR-PONs compared
to single-thread polling only when the latter is assumed to be
scheduled offline. This is because offline scheduling using a

single thread leaves a long idle period that the multi-thread
scheme utilizes by creating additional threads. However, while
traditional interleaved polling is a single-thread scheme, it
exploits online scheduling with extremely small idle times.
One of the key results of this paper is the demonstration
that interleaved polling with online scheduling better reduces
the overall packet delay in addition to better utilizing the
upstream channel. In the paper, we also point out some
inaccuracies in the multi-thread algorithm, and suggest some
modifications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we give a brief introduction to centralized DBA. Next, we
review interleaved polling in Section III, explaining how its
performance is highly affected by extending the network
span. In Section IV, we review multi-thread polling and
discuss the different aspects of its algorithm, highlighting its
major differences from interleaved polling. Section V presents
illustrative numerical results, and Section VI concludes the
study.

II. CENTRALIZED DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION

Due to the bursty nature of web traffic, static allocation
of bandwidth in a TDMA PON, by assigning fixed timeslots
for each ONU, is typically inefficient. Statistical multiplexing,
on the other hand, is more efficient since it adapts to
instantaneous bandwidth demands. DBA could then be defined
as providing statistical multiplexing of resources among
the ONUs, which is essential for achieving high upstream
bandwidth utilization in TDMA PONs.

Centralized arbitration schemes have been adopted in tra-
ditional TDMA PONs, making the OLT arbitrate time-division
access to the shared upstream channel [8,9]. In order for
the OLT to make accurate timeslot assignments, it needs to
know the exact buffer state of a given ONU. Conventionally,
polling schemes have been used, which are based on report and
grant messages defined in both EPON and GPON standards.
In a polling scheme, the OLT keeps a polling table with an
entry for each ONU to record both its RTT and its buffer
status. Each ONU sends a report message informing the OLT
of the amount of buffered data it needs to send. The OLT
continuously updates its polling table, processes requests, and
polls ONUs, granting them transmission windows (timeslots)
via grant messages. Therefore, in polling schemes, the OLT is
able to know the buffer status of each ONU and allocates the
ONU upstream bandwidth according to its bandwidth demand.
The ONUs do not need to monitor the network state nor
negotiate new parameters, which makes them simple and less
expensive.

DBA involves two coexisting processes, determining the
timeslot sizes (grant sizing) and determining their times/order
(grant scheduling). The two processes can be carried out in
two ways, by either offline or online scheduling [9]. In offline
scheduling, which is also known as collective scheduling [10],
the DBA agent has to first collect all the report messages before
grant sizing and scheduling. This enables a globally optimized
decision, by which any excess bandwidth from lightly loaded
ONUs can be fairly distributed among heavily loaded ONUs
while also being granted in an optimized order. However, using
a primitive offline centralized scheduling scheme will result in
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Idle time (walk time) in offline scheduling.

an idle time of one RTT (i.e., walk time), which is the time from
collecting all reports until the first grant reaches an ONU. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3 with only two ONUs shown for simplicity,
which are shown to be at different distances from the OLT.
In online scheduling, the DBA decision is made straightaway
based solely on the received report. In this type of scheduling,
ONUs are typically granted media access in a round-robin
fashion.

III. INTERLEAVED POLLING

Interleaved polling with adaptive cycle time (IPACT) has
been a pioneering online centralized algorithm for bandwidth
allocation in EPON [11]. It employs a pipelined timeslot
assignment shown in Fig. 4, allowing the OLT to send a grant
message to the next ONU before data and report messages
arrive from previously polled ONUs. This is feasible since
upstream and downstream channels are separated, and since
the OLT maintains relevant information about each ONU in
the polling table. The OLT employs service level agreements
(SLAs) of end users by setting an upper bound to the allocated
bandwidth (grant size) of each ONU. To do so, several grant
sizing schemes were investigated in [11], of which the limited
service discipline was found to exhibit the best performance. In
limited service, the OLT grants an ONU the number of bytes
requested, but no more than a certain maximum:

Wi =min(Ri ,Wi,max), (1)

where Ri is the requested transmission window for ONUi ,
whereas Wi,max and Wi are its maximum allowed window
and its granted one, respectively. Such a scheme is the most
conservative as it assumes that no packets arrive at the ONU
from the time it sends its request until it receives a grant and
it therefore has the shortest cycle duration [11].

A. Polling Cycle

Polling protocols operate in cyclic basis with each ONU
polled once per cycle and allocated a transmission window
based on its demand. The maximum polling cycle Cmax is
related to the maximum transmission windows for the N
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Delays of online interleaved polling.

ONUs by

Cmax =
N∑

i=1
Wi,max +NTg, (2)

where Tg is a guard interval between successive ONU
transmissions. The actual cycle duration, however, changes
with the dynamics of the upstream traffic. Under light traffic
loads, the cycle duration usually reduces to much less than
Cmax, which has the effect of giving the ONUs in demand
more bandwidth than guaranteed, and thereby reduces the
average packet delay. However, the cycle cannot be less than
the maximum RTT since each polling table entry should
be updated within the OLT before issuing a new grant to
the corresponding ONU [11]. Under heavy traffic, the cycle
duration reaches its maximum limit, giving the ONUs their
minimum guaranteed bandwidths. We therefore define the
effective cycle duration (Ceff) to be the sum of the granted
transmission windows within a cycle:

Ceff =
N∑

i=1
Wi +NTg ≤ Cmax, (3)

where Wi is the granted transmission window for ONUi
corresponding to its buffer status reported to the OLT. This
expression, however, is ideal, as it assumes that no idle
intervals exist inside the cycle other than the guard intervals.
Thus the polling cycle adapts to the network load, but it is
lower bounded by the maximum RTT.

B. Polling Delays

Figure 4 illustrates the different types of delay a packet may
experience from the time of its arrival until the time of its
transmission in a centralized polling scheme: reporting, grant,
and queueing delays.

1) Reporting Delay: Buffered data may not be immediately
reported upon entering an ONU. Instead, the report message
has to be sent during the ONU’s next transmission window
when it is polled. This imposes a packet delay dependent upon
the cycle duration. It can either be zero, if the packet arrives
right before sending a report, or it can be the whole cycle
duration if the packet had just missed the report. The average
reporting delay is therefore half the cycle duration, Ceff/2.
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2) Grant Delay: After the report is sent, the ONU has to wait
for a grant to start transmitting. This delay cannot be less than
the RTT, which makes it dependent on the OLT–ONU distance.
Therefore, the longer this distance is, the more significant the
grant delays are.

3) Queueing Delay: When an ONU finally receives a grant
message, it starts transmitting packets one after another
within its granted transmission window. Packets therefore
experience queueing delays proportional to the window size.

It is worth emphasizing that these three types of delay
are pre-transmission delays, delays that occur prior to
transmission. Once packet transmission starts, two more
delays are introduced, a transmission delay, depending on both
the packet length and the upstream transmission rate, and
a propagation delay, depending on the distance between the
ONU and the OLT. Pre-transmission delays depend on the
DBA algorithm used, whereas the other delays depend on
the network reach, rate, and packet lengths regardless of the
DBA algorithm and are therefore irreducible. Thus, the main
objective is always to reduce the pre-transmission delays.

It can be seen that grant delays in fact contain both
transmission and propagation delays. This makes the pre-
transmission delays of centralized DBA also sensitive to and
affected by extending the reach of the network. The increased
propagation delay leads to increasing the DBA response time,
which causes the average delay to increase. The performance
degradation due to extending the network reach is illustrated
in Fig. 5 at different network loads, for both average
pre-transmission delays (Pre-D) and average packet delays
(Avg-D) of IPACT. The curves are obtained from simulations
with varying the distance. Average pre-transmission delays are
shown to be always above 1.5RTT whereas average total delays
are more than twice the RTT.

IV. MULTI-THREAD POLLING

In [12], a novel algorithm was proposed to handle bandwidth
allocation in LR-PONs and possibly decrease high packet
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Multi-thread polling.

delays. It was suggested that the offline polling technique
shown in Fig. 3 could be used with some modification. The
idea was to utilize the idle period by creating one or more new
threads of signaling between the ONUs and the OLT. Each new
thread would have its own report and grant messages, thereby
creating multiple offline polling processes (threads) running in
parallel. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 with two threads, so that
the OLT receives the ONU reports of one thread, processes
them, and allocates bandwidth to the ONUs, while the other
thread is running. This enables the OLT to distribute excess
bandwidth among heavily loaded ONUs.

Comparing such a multi-thread polling with interleaved
polling, i.e., IPACT, one can view multi-thread polling as
interleaving entire offline threads rather than interleaving
ONU polls. Although IPACT can be viewed as single-thread
polling [12], single-thread polling is not necessarily IPACT.
Single-thread polling can either be online, such as IPACT
(Fig. 4), or it can be offline (Fig. 3), which is sometimes also
called interleaved polling with stop [8,9].

It was argued in [12] that, in order for single-thread
polling to achieve fairness among ONUs, it had to be offline.
This is not very accurate, since online polling achieves
fairness among ONUs by allocating each ONU up to its
maximum transmission window (Wi ,max) within each cycle,
which constitutes the ONU’s minimum guaranteed bandwidth.
What the authors probably meant by fairness was optimization
of the bandwidth allocation by giving heavily loaded ONUs
more than their guaranteed bandwidth, which can be done
by distributing excess bandwidth from lightly loaded ONUs
among heavily loaded ones. Indeed, this can be fairly achieved
by offline polling, since it is a collective DBA scheme, where the
OLT first collects all reports before allocating bandwidth with
global knowledge. In that case, multi-thread polling would be
better than offline single-thread polling, since it utilizes the
latter’s long idle period.

A. Cycle Duration and Thread Tuning

The use of multiple threads actually splits the cycle duration
of a single thread. Therefore, the instantaneous durations of
M threads constitute the effective cycle duration, defined in
Eq. (3), as
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Ceff =
M∑

i=1
Teff,i +MTM ≤ Cmax, (4)

where Teff,i is the instantaneous duration of the ith thread
and TM is a guard interval between adjacent threads. After
initializing the bandwidth allocation process, the duration of
each thread may fluctuate due to the dynamics of the upstream
traffic. A thread may sometimes outgrow another thread
causing them to act as if they were merged into a single thread.
Each ONU will then practically send two consecutive reports
within each cycle, and wait for the rest of the cycle, which
could have a negative impact on packet delays. Therefore, it
was suggested in [12] that the threads should be tuned after
each cycle. That is, if the durations of the adjacent threads n−1
and n have a ratio greater than a certain threshold (Ttune),

Teff,n−1/Teff,n > Ttune, (5)

the threads are tuned in the following cycle by resizing their
durations such that

Teff,n−1 −∆
Teff,n +∆ < Ttune, (6)

where ∆ represents some bandwidth moved from the oversized
thread to the undersized one. This tuning was shown to
improve the performance [12].

B. Delays of Multi-thread Polling

Splitting the cycle into multiple threads reduces both
reporting and queueing delays. This comes from the fact that
when more threads are used, a packet will wait less time
to be reported. For instance, using M threads means that
there are M reports within the cycle. Therefore, on average,
the reporting delay would become Ceff/2M. Each thread will
also have less data to transmit compared with single-thread
polling. Therefore, the average queueing delay would be 1/M
of the average queueing delay of a single thread. Grant delays,
however, are still present in multi-thread polling and cannot be
less than the RTT. In fact, grant delays in any offline scheme,
whether it is a single thread or multiple, are likely to become
longer than the grant delays of an online scheme such as
IPACT. This is because the bandwidth allocation, in an offline
scheme, is carried out at the end of the thread when all its
reports have arrived, whereas, in an online scheme, an ONU is
granted a timeslot straightaway, so it can transmit as soon as
the preceding ONU finishes.

Although using M threads decreases the reporting and
queueing delays of a single thread by a factor of M, the
number of threads M cannot be increased indefinitely. This
is because increasing the number of threads increases the
DBA complexity, which grows linearly relative to single-thread
polling. Moreover, a larger number of threads results in less
data transmissions within a cycle, since it decreases the
available bandwidth for data transmission by using more
bandwidth for report messages and guard intervals. This
tradeoff calls for an optimal number of threads, which was
chosen in [12] to be three.

C. Multi-thread Bandwidth Allocation

Unlike IPACT, multi-thread polling is an offline DBA
scheme that allocates bandwidth for a thread when all this
thread’s requests have arrived. This enables distribution of
excess bandwidth among heavily loaded ONUs. However,
excess distribution is pointless when the aggregated requests
are already less than the thread duration, i.e., when the
network is normally loaded. Therefore, in multi-thread polling,
two bandwidth allocation scenarios are used [12]. When
the network is normally loaded, each ONU is granted a
transmission window as requested:

Wi,n = Ri,n if
N∑

i=1
Ri,n ≤ Tmax,n, (7)

where Ri,n and Wi,n are the requested window and allocated
window, respectively, for ONUi in thread n, and Tmax,n is the
maximum possible duration for thread n, which may vary in
each cycle. Note that an additional subscript is used here to
differentiate between threads.

When the network is overloaded, i.e., the aggregated
requests exceed the available thread duration, ONUs are
partitioned into two groups: normally loaded ONUs and
heavily loaded ONUs. Normally loaded ONUs are those with
requests less than or equal to their maximum window sizes,
that is, Ri,n ≤ Wi,n,max. Heavily loaded ONUs are those with
requests larger than their maximum grant sizes, that is, Ri,n >
Wi,n,max. The OLT computes the excess remaining from the set
J of normally loaded ONUs by

Wexcess =
∑
i∈J

(Wi,n,max −Ri,n). (8)

The excess is then proportionally distributed among the
heavily loaded ONUs so that the bandwidth allocation under
overloaded network conditions becomes [12]

Wi,n =


Ri,n, if Ri,n ≤Wi,n,max,

Wi,n,max +
Ri,n ×Wexcess∑

i 6∈J Ri,n
, if Ri,n >Wi,n,max.

(9)

As shown from the above expression, the excess distribution
used in [12] is demand-driven excess distribution [9]. This
excess distribution is not very accurate, because it may give
an ONU more excess than needed while giving others less
than needed. As a simple example, consider three ONUs with
requests 0, 1.2Wmax, and 1.8Wmax. The excess from the first
is Wmax (Eq. (8)), which happens to be exactly equal to the
overload of the other two. However, according to the above
expression, it will be distributed among the two as 1.4Wmax
and 1.6Wmax. Therefore, to avoid giving an ONU unneeded
excess, the grant (Wi,n) can be resized afterward so that it does
not exceed the request [9]. Excess saved from this resizing may
then be redistributed in an iterative process [9]. Alternatively,
and to avoid this inaccuracy from the start, we suggest using
the following expression:
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Wi,n =


Ri,n, if Ri,n ≤Wi,n,max,

Wi,n,max +
(Ri,n −Wi,n,max)Wexcess∑

i 6∈J (Ri,n −Wi,n,max)
,

if Ri,n >Wi,n,max,

(10)

which distributes the excess bandwidth proportionately to the
overload of requests (overload driven) rather than the requests
themselves (demand driven).

D. Inter-thread Scheduling

When more than two threads are used for multi-thread
polling, the OLT can allocate bandwidth for a current thread
not only by making use of the information carried within
the received reports of this thread, but also from reports of
subsequent threads. For example, consider using three threads
as illustrated in Fig. 7. Before the OLT allocates bandwidth for
the first thread at time tG,1, the reports of the second thread
arrive at time tR,2, reporting the most recent information of
the ONUs’ packet queues. This is likely to happen when the
duration of the third thread becomes long enough to make
the allocation of the first thread wait until reports of the
second thread arrive. The information in these newly arrived
reports can therefore be counted in the bandwidth allocation
of the first thread, allowing some packets reported in the
second thread to be granted and transmitted in the first thread
instead of waiting for the grants of the second thread. However,
inter-thread scheduling is only applicable when the current
thread duration can still accommodate more packets.

The pseudo-code shown in Fig. 8 shows how current
requests can be updated, if their aggregation is less than the
current thread duration (after tuning) and the following thread
requests had arrived. The code is similar to the one provided
in [12], but with a few symbolic differences. It specifies that,
if all requests of current thread n and the following thread
k (if they had arrived) fit within the current thread duration
Tmax,n, then the current requests are updated to fully include
the following requests. On the other hand, if the requests of
both threads do not fit within the current thread duration, a

≠

Fig. 8. Pseudo-code for updating requests in inter-thread scheduling.

percentage of the following requests is moved to the current
requests. However, the excess expression used in the code
could make updated requests in the current thread either fail
to use all the thread duration when they should, or exceed
the thread duration. For example, we again consider three
ONUs with current requests which happen to be zeros, and
the following requests of 0.45Tmax, 0.63Tmax, and 0.72Tmax.
If we assume that the thread needs no tuning (∆ = 0), Rexcess
would be 0.8Tmax. Current requests would then be updated
to 0.2Tmax, 0.28Tmax, and 0.32Tmax, leaving 0.2Tmax of the
current thread instead of using it. If we now assume that
the current requests were 0.1Tmax, 0.15Tmax, and 0.15Tmax
instead of zeros, they would be updated to 0.4Tmax, 0.57Tmax,
and 0.63Tmax, which definitely exceed the current thread
duration. It is therefore better to compute the excess as

Rexcess = Tmax,n −∆−
N∑

i=1
Ri,n, (11)

which guarantees that the current thread will be fully utilized
without disturbing the thread tuning.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we first compare the pre-transmission delay
components of the discussed centralized DBA algorithms,
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interleaved polling and multi-thread polling. Next, we compare
together their overall delay and throughput performances.
Finally, we show the network extension effect on both of them.

In our study, we consider a 100 km LR-PON access network
consisting of an OLT and 16 ONUs. The ONUs are placed
randomly in the last 5 km of the 100 km span. They share
an upstream wavelength of 1 Gbps, whereas from the access
side the end users have an access rate of 100 Mbps. The
system throughput is therefore less than the peak aggregated
load from all ONUs. Each ONU has a finite memory buffer of
10 Mbyte. The traffic model used is self-similar Ethernet traffic
with a Hurst parameter of 0.8. The traffic was generated by
the model described in [1,13], in which multiple sub-streams
of alternating Pareto-distributed on/off periods are aggregated
together. In order to compare between the different schemes,
the maximum cycle duration Cmax is set to 5 ms for all
schemes, which is found to be very convenient for a 100 km
span. The inter-transmission guard interval Tg is set to
5 µs [11]. For multi-thread polling, we use the same parameters
used in [12]. The initial intervals of threads are set to be 0.5 ms
and 0.3 ms when using two and three threads, respectively,
which represent max(RTT)/M [12]. Inter-thread scheduling is
enabled, and thread tuning is applied with a threshold Ttune
of 5 [12].

A. Pre-transmission Delays

Figure 9 shows the average reporting delays of online
interleaved polling (IPACT) and offline (collective) polling
when using one–three threads. Using multiple threads clearly
decreases the reporting delay since it increases the number
of reports within the cycle. We also notice an interesting
phenomenon in the reporting delays of multi-thread polling
with three threads: as the network load increases from light
to moderate, the reporting delays slightly decrease, and then
they increase again under heavy loads. This can be explained
by considering the effective cycle duration as the following.
Under light loads, the threads carry almost no data and are
eventually squeezed together at the beginning of the cycle. The
threads altogether will have a total duration much less than
the minimum cycle duration (RTT). This means that an ONU
basically ends up sending three consecutive reports at the
beginning of each cycle and then waits for the remainder of the
cycle. Therefore, packets received in this remainder will likely
have long reporting delays. As the load increases, the threads
begin to carry more packets and spread within the cycle,
thereby distributing the reports in the cycle and decreasing
the reporting delays. As the load continues to increase, the
threads cause the cycle to expand, making the reporting delays
increase again. This behavior is not significant when using
only two threads, because there are only two reports per cycle,
and because by the time the reports get distributed within
the cycle, the cycle duration is already grown. The average
reporting delays are found to be half the average effective cycle
duration. Under heavy loads, the average reporting delays for
all schemes are shown to be Cmax/2M.

Figure 10 shows the average grant delays, which are shown
to be always greater than the RTT (1 ms) and are the
most significant within centralized pre-transmission delays.
The grant delays of the collective DBA algorithms are found
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Average grant delays.

to be longer than those of online interleaved polling. For
multi-thread polling, using three threads was found to be
better when the network load was below 80%, but worse than
using two threads at higher loads (see crossover point A).
This can be explained as follows. Under normal loads, the
cycle duration is less than its maximum and a packet is
typically granted within one cycle. So, with three threads, there
are more reports and grants within the cycle, which reduces
the grant delays. Also, recall that in an offline scheme the
bandwidth allocation is carried out at the end of each thread.
So, it is done relatively sooner when using three threads, as the
threads are smaller. However, as the network load increases,
the cycle duration soon reaches its maximum and a packet
may have to wait multiple cycles before being granted. At
this point, more bandwidth is wasted on guard intervals and
report messages when using three threads. The performance is
therefore better when using two threads, as more bandwidth
is saved for data transmission, enabling more packets to be
granted sooner.

Finally, the average queueing delays are shown in Fig. 11,
for which increasing the number of threads proved also to
decrease the queueing delays. Note also how the average
queueing delays of online polling (IPACT) are greater than
those of offline single-thread polling for the same cycle
duration. This can be misinterpreted as meaning that online
polling is worse, when in fact it is quite the opposite that
is true. The reason for the higher queueing delays for online
polling is because it has wider transmission windows and
hence longer transmission queues. Offline polling has an idle
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Fig. 12. (Color online) Average pre-transmission delays.

period of one RTT in each cycle, making its transmission
windows smaller and transmission queues shorter.

B. Overall Performance

Figure 12 shows an overview of the pre-transmission delays
of the discussed centralized schemes. Interleaved polling
(IPACT) remains better than using centralized collective
DBA for LR-PONs. This is because its grant delays, which
constitute the dominant factor, are less than those of the
collective schemes. The comparison made in [12] was between
multi-thread polling and offline single-thread polling, but not
with online IPACT.

Figure 13 compares the throughput of all schemes. The
worst throughput was found to be that of offline polling with a
single thread, since a 1 ms idle period exists in each 5 ms cycle.
That makes the upper bound of throughput for single-thread
polling 80%, without including guard intervals and processing
delays. The best throughput is that of IPACT, achieving a
maximum of 97.1%. The throughput of multi-thread polling
is somewhat lower than that of IPACT, which is expected due
to doubling the inter-transmission guard intervals and report
messages by the number of threads.

C. Network Extension Effect

Figures 14 and 15 show the effect of extending the network
span on packet pre-transmission delays and total packet
delays, respectively, at both 50% and 80% network loads. The
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Fig. 14. (Color online) Feeder extension effect on pre-transmission
delays.

ONUs are placed randomly but not further than 5 km from
the SC. This is because the network extension is usually in the
feeder section. The pre-transmission delays of the centralized
schemes are shown to be above 1.5RTT, whereas their total
delays are always more than twice the RTT. Although IPACT
is shown to degrade with distance, it remains better than
multi-thread polling. Offline single-thread polling is shown
to be the worst, and degrades more rapidly than the other
schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the problem of bandwidth
allocation in LR-PONs, which suffers from long propagation
delays. We studied the performance of two centralized DBA
algorithms, online interleaved polling (IPACT) and collective
multi-thread polling, which was recently proposed in the
literature for LR-PONs. We pointed out some inaccuracies
in the multi-thread allocation algorithm and suggested some
modifications to ensure that an ONU is not granted more than
requested, by efficiently distributing the excess bandwidth
among heavily loaded ONUs, and also to enable inter-thread
scheduling to fully utilize a thread without disturbing the
thread tuning. Simulation results show that multi-thread
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Fig. 15. (Color online) Feeder extension effect on total packet delays.

polling succeeds in decreasing reporting and queueing delays,
whereas online interleaved polling has a lower grant delay and
therefore achieves a better overall delay performance. Online
interleaved polling also achieves a higher throughput, since
multi-thread polling uses more bandwidth for report messages
and guard intervals.
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